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Abstract 
Harant, J., Toughness and nonhamiltonicity of polyhedral graphs, Discrete Mathematics 113 
(1993) 249-253. 
By a theorem of W.T. Tutte the toughness t(G) of a nonhamiltonian polyhedral graph G is less 
than or equal to $. Nonhamiltonian regular polyhedral graphs G with t(G) = ; are constructed; 
moreover, it is shown that the shortness exponent of the considered classes of polyhedral graphs 
is less than 1. 
All graphs considered are finite and simple. We denote by V(G) the set of 
vertices of a graph G. For a graph H let Q(H) be the set and w(H) the number of 
components of H. The toughness t(G) of G is defined by 
t(G) = min ISI 
scv(c;) w(G - S) 
clJ((;-S)>l 
(see [l-3]). Tutte [4] proved the following. 
Let G be a 4-connected planar graph. Then, G is hamiltonian. 
This theorem immediately implies the following proposition. 
A nonhamiitonian planar graph G on at least 5 vertices contains a set S of 
at most three vertices such that w(G - S) 2 2. Thus, we have t(G) c 2. 
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A graph is polyhedral if and only if it is planar and 3-connected [S]. For 
S c V(G) with ISi ~2 we have w(G -S) = 1 if G is polyhedral. In this 
communication we shall consider nonhamiltonian polyhedra’ graphs. For such a 
graph G we have t(G) d $. Thus for a polyhedral graph G and S c V(G) with 
t(G) = (S(/o(G - S) we have (S( 2 3. 
Let r be a class of graphs. For a graph H of f the integer c(H) denotes the 
number of vertices of a longest circuit of H. According to 16) the shortness 
exponent o(f) is defined by 
There are some successful attempts to construct nonhamiltonian polyhedral 
graphs of high toughness ([2]). In [3) it is shown that the shortness exponent of 
the class of maximal planar graphs with toughness 1 is less than 1. 
Theorem. (i) There is a nonhamiltonian 3-regular polyhedral graph on 114 
vertices with toughness $. 
(ii) There is a nonhamiltonian 4-regular polyhedral graph on 209 vertices with 
toughness $. 
(iii) The shortness exponent of the class of 3-regular polyhedral graphs with 
toughness : is iess than 1. 
(iv) The shortness exponent of the class of 4-regular polyhedral graphs with 
toughness $ is less than 1. 
Proof. Let G be a 3-regular polyhedral graph. The graph G* is constructed as 
follows. 
1. The vertices of G are coloured black. 
2. Each edge of G is subdivided by two white vertices of degree two. 
3. Two white vertices are connected by an additional edge if they have a common 
black neighbour. 
4. All black vertices are deleted. 






The vertices of G are coloured black. 
By a classic theorem of Petersen f7] G has a perfect matching M. Each edge of 
I%.. is subdivided by a white vertex of degree two and each other edge is 
subdivided by two white vertices of degree two. 
Two white vertices are connected by an additional edge if they have a common 
black neighbour. 
Let P be an arbitrary black vertex. The three white neighbours Q, R, T of P 
form a triangle A and without loss of generality, Q, R and T have the valencies 
6, 4 and 4, respectively. The vertex P is deleted and the triangle A is replaced 
by a figure as shown in Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1. 
Obviously, G, is a 4-regular polyhedral graph. Using similar considerations as 
in [8,9] we obtain the following. 
Lemma 1. Let G be a 3-regular pholyhedral graph. If one of G, G*, G, is 
hamiltonian then so are the other two. 
Lemma 2. Let G be a 3-regular polyhedral graph. Then, t(G*) = t(G,) = 3. 
Proof of Lemma 2. Let H be an arbitrary graph and let S be a fixed subset of 
V(_H) such that 
t(W ISI =-- w(H - S) ’ 
For P E V(H) we denote the set of neighbours of P in H by N,(P). Let r,,(P) be 
the smallest integer r such that N,(P) is the union of r induced complete 
subgraphs of H. Clearly, rH(P) s 1 N,(P)I. For P E S let sH(P) be the number of 
components of H - S containing at least one neighbour of P. It is easy to see that 
sH(P) d rH(P) for P E S. 
Let K be a component of H - S. We denote the number of vertices of S having at 
least one neighbour in K by L+,(K). Thus 
Let 
c stiw = c 4fw* 
PES KER(H-S) 
S* c V(G*), Is*1 2 3, S, = V(G*), IS*1 3 3, 
t(G”) = Is*1 and t(G,) = IS*l 
w(G* -S*) o(G, - SJ - 
Because of the 3-connectedness of G* and G, we have 
u,.(K) 23 for K E Q(G* - S*) 
and 
u~.( K) b 3 for K E SZ(G, - S,). 
It is easy to see that r,*(P) = 2 if P E \‘(G*) thus, 2 IS*1 3 3w(G* - S*). Hence, 
t(G*) 2 3. By deleting the three neighbours of an arbitrary vertex of G* we 
obtain precisely two components and, therefore, t(G* j = 1. 
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Fig. 2. 
By means of simi!ar arguments Lemma 2 will be proved completely after we 
have shown that s&P) s 2 for P E S,. 
Consider the vertices P, Q, R, T, U and W of G, as shown in Fig. 2. We have 
r&(p) = 5AQ) = r,_(R) = r&T) = 2. Obviously. rc.( U) d 3 and if we assume 
ii&, s&J) = 3, then T, R E S, and Q, W, X $ S,. Because of the 3- 
connectedness of G, we have fS,] > 4. Thus, for S’ = S, - {T, R} the equations 
]S’] = IS*] - 2 33 and o(G, - S’) = o(G, - S,) - 1 hold. With 
we obtain 
IS*1 IS’1 
4G - S,)> 4G -S’) 
-contradicing the choice of S,. Hence, s&U) G 2 which completes the proof of 
Lemma 2. IJ 
There is a nonhamiltonian 3-regular polyhedral graph G on 38 vertices (see 
[lo, 11)): thus Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 prove (i) and (ii) of the theorem. If we 
remember the constructions of G* and G, we obtain the following. 
Lemma 3. Lot G be a 3-regular polyhedral graph, let C* be a longest circuit 01 
G*, and 16. qn,. 3e a longest circuit of G,. Then G contains a circuit of a length 
amax{+ IC*l, k IC,]}. 
It is well known ([6]) that a(f) < 1 if f is [he class of 3-regular polyhedral 
graphs. With Lemma 2, Lemma 3 and the following result (see [8,9]) the 
statements (iii) and (iv) of the theorem are proved. Cl 
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Let & and & be classes of graphs and let $I be a mapping from G into & with the 
following properties: There are positive numbers a, b such that: 
(1) if t$(G,) E G contains a circuit of length c then G, E & contains a circuit of 
length sac, 
(2) if @(Cl) E r2 h as n vertices then G, E G has at most bn vertices. 
Then, a(G) s a( 4). 
Remark. By an analogous (but lengthy) proof, also the following propositions 
can be established. 
(i) There is a nonhamiltonian Sregular polyhedral graph on 1254 vertices with 
toughness 2. 
(ii) The shortness exponent of the class of Sregular polyhedral graphs with 
toughness 2 is less than 1. 
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